ŠKODA

SCALA
ACCESSORIES

YOUR DRIVE.
YOUR EXPERIENCE.
YOUR ŠKODA SCALA.
A new perspective. A new kind of drive. The elegance and
innovation you’ve come to expect from ŠKODA, made brand new.
With the ŠKODA SCALA every detail has been reexamined,
reimagined, and refined to be better than ever. It’s a slick,
dynamic vehicle that marries clever design with driver-friendly
simplicity.
And with ŠKODA Genuine Accessories, it’s also one that can be
tailored to your specific tastes. You can personalise your car with
sporty wheels and other extras, or maximise your comfort and
utility with intelligent transportation. Enjoy your ride, your way.
The ŠKODA SCALA honours our traditions while blazing a bright
new trail. It’s a car that reflects the individuality of whoever’s
behind the wheel: carrying you through the world
with confidence and style – wherever you choose to go.
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*The displayed wheels are currently in preparation.

*The displayed wheels are currently in preparation.

SPORT
& DESIGN
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Sport & Design

Decorative door sill covers - ALU
(657 071 303)

Decorative door sill foils 3D - EMO concept - red
(657 071 310)

Decorative door sill foils 3D - EMO concept - copper
(657 071 310A)

Bolt covers
Bolt covers for wheels
without safety bolts:
• black matt (1Z0 071 215 01C)
• silver metallic (1Z0 071 215 7ZS)
• black gloss (1Z0 071 215 9B9)
• grey gloss (1Z0 071 215 UZ7)
• grey matt (1Z0 071 215 Z37)

Bolt covers for wheels
with safety bolts:
• black matt (1Z0 071 215A 01C)
• grey matt (1Z0 071 215A Z37)

Stainless steel foot pedal covers for LHD
• manual transmission (5E1 064 200)
• automatic transmission (5E1 064 205)

External mirrors decorative caps - black
• without Side View Assist (654 072 530)
• with Side View Assist (654 072 530A)

Sport & Design

Illuminated door sill covers
(657 071 300)

WHEELS

*The displayed wheels are currently in preparation.
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Vega Aero 654 071 498K FL8
light-alloy wheel 7.0J × 18" ET39
for 205/45 R18
black metallic brushed

Wheels

The product consists of a lightweight alloy
wheel (including a wheel-centre cap with
the ŠKODA logo). A set of four wheel
trims is available as an optional extra
for the steel-wheel alternative.

*The displayed wheels are currently in preparation.

May be used with snow chains

Vega 654 071 498H 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7.0J × 18" ET39
for 205/45 R18
silver metallic

Blade 654 071 498C ZG6
ligh-alloy wheel 7.0J x 18" ET39
for 205/45 R18
black matt brushed

Blade 654 071 498E HA7
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 18"ET39
for 205/45 R18
anthracite metallic brushed

Blade 654 071 498D 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 18" ET39
for 205/45 R18
silver metallic brushed

Sirius 654 071 498G FL8
ligh-alloy wheel 7.0J x 18" ET39
for 205/45 R18
black metallic brushed

Sirius 654 071 498F HA7
ligh-alloy wheel 7.0J x 18" ET39
for 205/45 R18
anthracite metallic brushed

Sirius 654 071 498M 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 18" ET39
for 205/45 R18
silver metallic

Crater 654 071 498L 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 7.0J x 18" ET39
for 205/45 R18
silver metallic

Wheels
Wheels
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Stratos 654 071 497 ZG6
light-alloy wheel 6.5J x 17” ET40
for 205/50 R17
black matt brushed

Stratos 654 071 497A HZ9
light-alloy wheel 6.5J x 17” ET40
for 205/50 R17
platinum metallic brushed

Stratos 654 071 497P 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 6.5J x 17” ET40
for 205/50 R17
silver metallic

Volans 654 071 497H 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 6.5J x 17” ET40
for 205/50 R17
silver metallic

Alaris 654 071 496A FL8
light-alloy wheel 6.0J x 16” ET38
for 205/55 R16
black metallic

Propus 654 071 497K FL8
light-alloy wheel 6.5J x 17” ET40
for 205/50 R17
black metallic

Braga 654 071 497L 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 6.5J × 17” ET40
for 205/55 R17
silver metallic

Castor 654 071 496G 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 6.0J × 16” ET38
for 205/55 R16
silver metallic

Castor 654 071 496 FL8
light-alloy wheel 6.0J x 16” ET38
for 205/55 R16
black metallic

Nanuq 654 071 496C FL8
light-alloy wheel 6.0J x 16” ET35
for 195/60 R16
black metallic

Alaris 654 071 496D 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 6.0J x 16” ET38
for 205/55 R16
silver metallic

Nanuq 654 071 496B 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 6.0J x 16” ET35
for 195/60 R16
silver metallic

Orion 654 071 496E 8Z8
light-alloy wheel 6.0J x 16” ET38
for 205/55 R16
silver metallic

Hoedus Aero 654 071 496F FL8
light-alloy wheel 6.0J × 16“ ET38
for 205/55 R16
black metallic brushed

Tecton 657 071 456
hub covers for steel wheel 6,0J 16” ET40
4-piece set

Hermes 657 071 455
hub covers for steel wheel 6,0J x 15” ET35
4-piece set

Wheels
Wheels
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Wheels

Wheels
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CONNECTIVITY
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ŠKODA CONNECT

MYŠKODA APP

It’s about the journey, not just the destination – and with the ŠKODA
SCALA, everyone in the vehicle can enjoy the trip. A connected
multimedia system makes it easy to communicate with friends
and family, get the information you need, and keep you and your
passengers happy and entertained while you drive.
Use the ŠKODA Connect App to remotely check the status of the
vehicle, lock or unlock it, or display its parking position, using your
mobile device, with a number of further functions just waiting to be
explored. Benefit from statistical insights into your last trip, and use
them to plan a more efficient route next time

Driving your ŠKODA isn’t just about driving. It’s the functions,
the features, and the personal touches that add up to a brilliant
experience. It’s the music you play on the way to your destination.
It’s the security of knowing that great support is never more than
a few taps away.

With ŠKODA Connect App in place, your car remains under your
control at all times. Access all necessary features and functions
of your vehicle anywhere and anytime from your smartphone or
smartwatch. Features are available based on ordering ŠKODA
Connect bundle: Infotainment Online or Care Connect.

Your ŠKODA vehicle is your everyday companion – and thanks
to MyŠKODA, it’s so much more. Now available for iOS (Apple)
and Android (Google) devices, it provides comprehensive information
about your car and its service no matter where you are. Use Apple
CarPlay and AndroidAuto to mirror MyŠKODA via the onboard
infotainment system and listen to your favourite tunes. Get roadside
service or talk to your preferred dealer at a moment’s notice.
Ask PAUL – the Personal Assistant
U Love – to check traffic, set alarms,
and solve your day-to-day challenges

Connectivity

ŠKODA Connect App

MyŠKODA App

USB C to USB A 3.0 Adapter
(000 051 443G)

Connectivity

CONNECT App

Connecting cable USB
• Micro (5JA 051 446J)
• Mini (5JA 051 446H)
• Apple (5E0 051 510E)
• USB C to USB A (565 051 510)

COMFORT
& UTILITY

*The displayed wheels are currently in preparation.
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Comfort & Utility

Boot bag
(DMK770003)

Multimedia holder
(000 051 435AD)

Bin for door panel
black (5JA 061 107 9B9)
beige (5JA 061 107 WC4)

Ashtray to the cup holder
(000 061 142B)

Comfort & Utility

LED reading lamp (12V)
(000 069 690L)

Portable coffee maker
(000 069 641C)
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All-weather interior mats - black
• LHD front (657 061 502)
• rear (657 061 512)
• RHD front (657 061 502A)

Textile foot mats - prestige
4-piece set
• LHD (657 061 270)
• RHD (657 061 270A)

Textile foot mats - prestige copper
4-piece set
• LHD (657 061 270B)
• RHD (657 061 270D)

All-weather interior mats - red
• LHD front (657 061 502B)
• rear (657 061 512A)
• RHD front (657 061 502C)

Textile foot mats - prestige red
4-piece set
• LHD (657 061 270C)
• RHD (657 061 270E)

Front mud flaps
(657 075 111)

Rubber mat over the tunnel
(654 061 580)
MATS SPOT

Rear mud flaps
(657 075 101)

Comfort & Utility

Comfort & Utility

Textile foot mats - standard
4-piece set
• LHD (657 061 404)
• RHD (657 061 404A)
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Netting system - black
(657 065 110A)

Netting system - grey
(657 065 110)

Netting system - red
(657 065 110B)

Netting program for double floor - black
(657 065 110C)

NETTING SPOT

Comfort & Utility

Comfort & Utility
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Fold-out rubber / textile boot mat
(657 061 210)

Double-sided rubber / textile boot mat
(657 061 163)

Plastic boot dish
(657 061 162)

ALU partition for the plastic boot dish
(565 017 254)

Sliding dividing element
(000 017 254A) no photo

All-weather boot mat
(657 061 160)

Universal fixing element
(6V0 061 104)

Protective foil for loading edge
(657 061 197)

Protective-decorative strip of the loading edge
(657 061 195)

Comfort & Utility

Comfort & Utility
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Smart holder – multimedia holder
(3V0 061 129)

Smart holder – hook
(3V0 061 126)

Smart holder - hanger
(000 061 127F)

Trunk grille
(657 017 221A)

COMFORT PACK M
(000 061 122E)

Thermo-electric cooling box (15 L)
(5L0 065 400)

Thermo-electric cooling box (20 L)
(000 065 400G)

Smart holder – adapter
(3V0 061 128)

Ice scraper
(5JJ 096 010)

Umbrella
(000 087 600L)

Comfort & Utility

Comfort & Utility

• Smart holder – adapter
• Smart holder – hook
• Smart holder – multimedia holder
• Bin for door panel (black)
• Smart holder - hanger

TRANSPORT
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TRANSPORT

Foldable tow bar:
• For vehicles with tow bar preparation (657 092 160)
• For vehicles produced from CW28/2019 (3Q 2019)
without tow bar preparation (657 092 160 + 657 055 204).
• For vehicles produced until CW20/2019
with tow bar preparation (657 971 658)

Non-detachable tow bar
(3Q 2019):
• For vehicles with tow bar
preparation (657 092 101)
• For vehicles without tow bar
preparation
(657 092 101 + 657 092 204)

Bicycle carrier for a tow bar
- 2 bikes capacity
• LHD (000 071 105F)
• RHD (000 071 105C)

*The displayed wheels are currently in preparation.

Transport

Transport

Adapter (from the 13-pin to the 7-pin socket)
(EAZ 000 001A)
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Lockable ski and snowboard box
(5L6 071 175B) | White
(5L6 071 175) | Silver
(5L6 071 175A) | Black

Basic roof rack
(657 071 126)

Lockable bicycle rack - steel
(000 071 128D)

Lockable ski or snowboard rack with aluminium profile
(000 071 129AA) Available in Q4

HOLDERS SPOT

Roof rack sack
(000 071 156)

ROOF BOX SPOT

Transport

Transport

Bicycle rack for carbon / ALU frame
(000 071 128P)

SAFETY
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SAFETY

0–13 kg

9–18 kg

BABY-SAFE Plus child seat

ISOFIX Duo Plus Top Tether child seat

(1ST 019 907)

(DDA 000 006)

With ŠKODA Genuine Accessories, you can combine your Scala’s
advanced safety systems with additional equipment to prepare
for unexpected situations and give you and your passengers full
peace of mind.
Whether you’re using a child seat, a dog belt, a first aid box or
something else, you can be assured of the quality, reliability, and
security of our products. Arrive in style and in safety with the new
ŠKODA Scala and your selected Genuine Accessories.

15–36 kg

15–36 kg

Kidfix XP child seat

Kidfix II XP child seat

3-point seat belt (000 019 906K)

4-point seat belt (000 019 906L)

Protective pad under the
child seat
(000 019 819A)

CHILD SAFETY

DOG EQUIPMENT

Dog safety belt
• size S (000 019 409A)
• size M (000 019 409B)
• size L (000 019 409C)
• size XL (000 019 409D)

Safety

Safety

Back seat protection
(3V0 061 680)
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WHEEL CARE
& STYLE PACK
(000 073 900F)

Car wheels are like shoes. No matter whether the
“shoes” of your ŠKODA are stylish, sports-tuned or
purely functional, the WHEEL CARE & STYLE PACK
offers a multitude of items thanks to which your wheels
will be even more attractive… and belonging only to you!

Mechanical transmission locking system
• For manual transmission (655 071 775);
• For automatic transmission (655 071 775A)

Snow chains
• for wheels 15” 195/65 R15
• for wheels 16” 195/60 R16 (000 091 387AQ)

Spare wheel
(658 601 011)

• Safety bolt set
• Cover for the complete sets of wheels
• Decorative valve caps

Safety bolt set
(000 071 597C)

Decorative valve caps
(000 071 215C)

Cover for the complete set of wheels
(000 073 900B)

Safety

Safety

Set for spare wheel
for vehicles without a spare wheel
(657 093 860)
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First aid box
(3T0 093 108B)
Reflective safety vest
• yellow (000 093 056L)
• orange (000 093 056K)

Photo is only illustrative – each country should use
the photo and the number of local first aid box.

Photo is only illustrative – each country should use
the photo of local reflective safety vest.

Foldable snow shovel
(5L0 099 320)

*The displayed wheels are currently in preparation.
Tow rope
(GAA 500 001)

Car cosmetic

For the details check our car cosmetics
catalogue through QR code:

CAR COSMETIC

Warning triangle
(GGA 700 001A)

Safety

Safety

Spare bulb set
• Halogen (654 052 000)
• Halogen with fog light (654 052 000A)
• Halogen, LED SBBR (654 052 000D)
• Halogen with fog light, LED SBBR (654 052 000E)
• LED, Halogen SBBR (654 052 000B)
• LED with fog light, Halogen SBBR (654 052 000C)
• LED with fog light (654 052 000G)
Spare fuse set
LED (654 052 000F)

TESTING
& QUALITY
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PREFER QUALITY? CHOOSE
ŠKODA GENUINE ALLOY WHEELS.
TESTING SPOT

Independent comparative tests between Genuine and non-original Alloy Wheels were done by an independent
institution. The tests include: Driving, Surface, Material, Axial and Radial, Radial Impact.

CHILD SEATS SAFETY TESTING
Do you want to ensure the maximum safety of your children in the car?
The child seats from ŠKODA Genuine Accessories with mounting options
for transporting against the direction of travel, comfort and variability,
represent the best solution for transporting the smallest passengers.

Practical
and variable

Perfectly
verified

Textile floor mats undergo the heel test that stimulates the action of the
driver´s foot on the accelator. Also undergo the load test that stimulates
a long driving test.

Testing & Quality

Testing & Quality

QUALITY THAT
HOLDS AND LASTS
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*The displayed wheels are currently in preparation.
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Download the MyŠKODA App
Your Digital Companion

MAKE IT UNIQUELY    YOUR ŠKODA

SC ENG 31/19

To build your ver y own car visit http://cc-cloud.skoda-auto.com

Your ŠKODA partner:

Image Disclaimer: The images presented in this catalogue (brochure) are used for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to form part of any contract or warranty. They display pre-series cars and certain illustrations, features,
parts and equipment may differ from actual production cars and from country to country. To get exact confirmation of features/parts and equipments please get in touch with your nearest ŠKODA dealer

